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PARTS LIST:
1. INSTALLING YOUR ROOF TOP TENT

1. a) You must have roof racks correctly fitted to your vehicle before installing the Roof Top Tent

1. b) We recommend you place the Roof Top Tent in the load-bearing position

1. c) Adjust the tent to the roof's centre, ensuring the rear door can be opened/closed

Instructions continued on next page.
1. **d)** Slide the M8X50 hexagon bolts into the rails from both sides ensuring you have positioned 8 in total
   (see picture 1)

1. **e)** Replace the plastic covers of your roof racks
   (see picture 2)

1. **f)** Use the plastic nut to fix the M8X50 head hexagon bolt and U-shape stator in place, all four corners should be mounted with M8X50 hexagon bolts, U-shaped stator and plastic nuts
   (see picture 3)

Instructions continued on next page.
2. SETTING UP YOUR ROOF TOP TENT

2. a) Open the tent cover and run the power cord to your 12V socket

2. b) Release all buckles around the base
    (Very important)

2. c) Release the buckle on the ladder

2. d) Ensure that power has ran from your car to the tent, press “UP” on your remote control to set up the tent

Instructions continued on next page.
2. e) Wait a couple of minutes for the tent to set up automatically

2. f) Hold the ladder, and then pull down

2. g) The ladder will open slowly

2. h) Pull on the ladder 180 degrees, then it will lock automatically. Put it on the ground

Instructions continued on next page.
2. i) Push the hard top up from bottom gently

2. j) Once the hard top is open, it will be fit to the right side automatically
3. PACKING DOWN YOUR ROOF TOP TENT

3. a) Press the hard top from up to down

3. b) Push the ladder lock up

3. c) The ladder will unlock and it can now be folded down. (Notice: Please do not push the lock of the ladder when someone is using it)
SET UP INSTRUCTIONS

3. d) Lift up the ladder gently

3. e) Place the ladder onto the hard top

3. f) Ensure the power has ran to the tent from your car and press the “DOWN” button on the remote

3. g) The whole tent will be folded down automatically
2. **h)** Lock the buckle on the ladder

2. **i)** Lock all buckles around the base
4. TIPS & TRICKS

• Make sure the groove is cleaned before usage

• When folding down and covering tent, make sure the tent is dry

• If aluminium frame has water, just erect it and pour out the water

• Keep the rail of motorized pushing rod clean
If your Roof Top Tent won’t open, check the following:

A. The power cord has been inserted into the 12V socket correctly

B. Check that no objects are in the tent, check to ensure nothing is caught on the motorised rod

C. If the above checks have been completed and still the Roof Top Tent won’t automatically open, check to see if the motorised pushing rod is damaged

D. If damaged you will need to install a new motorised pushing rod by following the instructions on the following page
TROUBLE SHOOTING:

1. Open the plastic part on the side of frame

2. Pull out the white transmission wire carefully

3. Unscrew the waterproof joint

4. Disconnect the waterproof joint

Instructions continued on next page.
5. Pull out the transmission wire from the frame hole right above

6. Pull out the waterproof joint

7. Use big size hexagon wrench to screw off the nut on the frame

8. Use small size hexagon wrench to screw off the nut on the tent pole

8. Install the new motorize pushing rod
   (assemble step is opposite to disassemble step)
SPECIFICATIONS:

Fly: 210D rip-stop polyoxford PU 2000mm with silver coating UPF50+
Inner: 190g polycotton PU 2000mm
Floor: 600g (+- 10g) Heavy PVC floor
Frame: Alu. Alloy
Technology: 2 x Wireless remote control

STRUCTURE:

Person: 2
Inner tent size: 210(L) x 125(W) x 115/105cm(H)
Packing Size: 235 x 140 x 38cm
Net Weight: 64kg
Gross Weight: 81kg